
CLUB PLAYING NEWS for JUNE 

FIRST TEAM GAMES 

 

A 4-1 defeat away to Pavilion killed off our hopes in the Top Club Competition. Our sole winner was 

Peter Tandy in the 4 wood singles. We returned to Pavilion (June 7) to play their B team and narrowly 

missed gaining all the points. Pete Tandy's 4 lost on the last end after a good fight back to get to 20-

20. Winning Priory skips were Jon Clear, Gary Wyatt, and Clunky Clarke 

 

Priory won both home and away rinks in the Abergavenny (June 11) the match was conceded at 17 

ends away and 14 ends at home. 

 

Our boys made progress in the PC cup by beating Bognor BC at home (17 June) by 93-60. Winning 

skips Gary Wyatt, Jon Clear and Andy Clarke. 

 

A close Abergavenny match with Petworth(18 June) resulted in a narrow defeat, just 2 shots down. 

 

In the first of a run of four LGL1 games in 8 days; we narrowly lost by one shot overall home to 

Worthing (June 21). Our two successful skips were Jon Clear and Peter Tandy. 

 

Disappointingly we only took 2 points from our visit to Norfolk. Winning skip Andy 'no pens' Clarke.  

 

Aldingbourne had no real answer to Priory in our home LGL 1 fixture. We won on all rinks and by a 

very significant margin. Our winning skips were Pete Tandy, Andy Clarke, Jonathan 'Its my birthday' 

Clear and Gary Wyatt 

 

Last LGL game in June ended in an 8-2 defeat to Worthing Pavilion 

 

SECOND TEAM and FRIENDLIES 

 

In our first June game, we played East Preston B at home. It was the closest of games, with the points 

only decided with the last wood played by the last rink on the green. We won the match on shots, but 

sadly 6 points went to East Preston but a great effort from our B team. 

 

The home friendly against Worthing Pavilion (June 7) was reduced to 4 triples at the request of the 

visitors. Priory won on all four and by a significant margin, top rink was led by Mike Meadows with 

Luigi Petretta and Ray Roberts  

 

We were caught by a few showers at Arundel and also caught on the green by their bowlers, we won 

on 1 and drew on 1 but Arundel took the day and the game 74-65. 

 

We managed to gain 5 points from Pulborough which was quite a good result considering that they are 

way up the table and we had not played them before. The two winning rinks could not be separated 

for top rink and so shared the honour. Winning skips were Geoff Sheldon and Tony Hill. 

 

We had only one winning rink in the home match v Shoreham (June 18). Our winning skip was John 

Fairs.  

 

In the LGL3 game against Petworth, Priory won on 2 and had overall score to gain 6 points. Winning 

skips Dave Levey and Emilio DiPietro. 

 

We had our biennial trip to Fittleworth (June 26), as always excellent hospitality from the hosts, some 

interesting bowling and another win for Priory. 

 

SUMMARY FOR JUNE (ALL TEAMS) 

 

P 16 W 8 D 1 L 7 

 


